COZY CATTERY BOARDING RESORT & GROOMING SPAW
775-324-PETS (7387)

Fax: 775-345-7444

www.cozycattery.com

GROOMING CONTRACT
This is a contract between the COZY CATTERY (hereinafter called “Cattery”) and the cat owner whose
signature appears below (hereinafter called “Owner”).
First Name:

Last Name:

Address:
City

Phone Number:

ST

Zip

Email:

Cats Name:
Cats Age:____________ Health Problems:

Grooming services are not included in boarding fees, however, these services are available to any cat during
their boarding stay. Please consult with Cozy Cattery staff for current pricing and what grooming services will
best solve your cat’s needs. Owner understands that grooming may expose pre-existing health and/or skin
problems for which Cozy Cattery cannot be held liable. There are risks to having any cat groomed, just as there
are risks involved in any function of our lives. If Cozy Cattery observes a potential risk involved with grooming
your cat, we will discuss this with you and advise of any known risks and/or other potential options. Upon
observation of such risk by Cozy Cattery, all grooming will stop regardless of what stage of grooming your cat
is in. Certain illnesses and conditions including (but not limited to) diabetes, heart murmur, hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy, seizures and being overweight result in a higher risk of incident during grooming. Cozy
Cattery and/or Owner may not be aware of any such conditions for your cat. Owner assumes all risk associated
with any grooming procedures.
Grooming options will be discussed with Owner, however, Cozy Cattery reserves right to refuse service to any
Owner if Cozy Cattery deems requested grooming is not in the best interest of the cat. Owner understands that
Cozy Cattery’s methods of performing grooming procedures results in a safe and effective experience that will
allow your cat to feel as comfortable as possible during his/her grooming session. If Owner requests services
that will cause unnecessary pain for the cat when better options are available, Cozy Cattery will inform Owner
of better options and refuse service if Owner does not consent to options that are more effective in solving cat’s
grooming needs.
In the event of any health concern if Owner is absent, Owner authorizes Cozy Cattery to contact a veterinarian
and authorize any veterinary treatment for the cat as necessary. In the event of Owner dropping cat off for
grooming services only, Cozy Cattery will contact Owner directly at phone number provided by Owner. Owner
is responsible for all veterinary charges that may incur as a result.
Cat Owner Signature: ________________________________________________ Date: _______________
Cattery Representative Signature: _______________________________________ Date: ______________

